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In order to improve the digging efficiency of tunnel boring machine (TBM) in high-
strength and highly abrasive formations, high-pressure water jet-assisted tunnel
boring machine rock breaking technology has been developed and applied in steps.
In this study, rock breaking mechanism by the new technology is investigated based
on two-dimensional particle flow code (PFC2D) modelling. The force chain field
distribution law and crack extension evolution characteristics of three typical rock
breaking models are studied, and the influence of precutting slits parameters on
force chain field distribution, rock sample rupture pattern, and peak load are further
analysed. The results show that: 1) The rock breaking processes of the three typical
modelling types (i.e., complete cutting model, same trajectory cutting model, and
different trajectory cuttingmodel) are different. Among them, the different trajectory
cutting model is more likely to produce tensile failure and effectively reduce the
penetration depth required for rock breaking. 2) The percentages of tension cracks to
the total cracks in the three typical modellings are 90.8%, 93.9%, and 89.8%,
respectively, indicating that the above three models are dominated by tension
damage in the mesoscopic view. 3) With the increase of the depth of the
precutting slit, the depth of the stress concentration zone beneath the disc cutter
increases, inducing the increase of the angle between the edge of the stress
concentration zone and the upper surface of the rock sample. Meanwhile, the
peak load decreases, hence the difficulty of the tunnel boring machine disc
cutter penetration is gradually reduced.
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1 Introduction

Tunnel boring machine (TBM) are widely used in highway tunnels and water conservancy
tunnels because of their characteristics of high speed, safe operation, high degree of automation
and friendly operating environment (Huo et al., 2011; Yin et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2020). The TBM
disc cutter is located at the front edge of the shield cutterhead and is in direct contact with the
surrounding rock, which is subject to strong thrust, high torque, and sudden impact loads
during the rock breaking process (Ates et al., 2014). Therefore, it is essential to investigate the
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disc cutter’s rock breaking mechanism in order to extend the service
life of disc cutters and assure the safe and efficient tunneling of TBMs
(Zhang et al., 2022).

For investigations on themechanics of rock breaking by disc cutters,
experimental and numerical simulation methods are more intuitive
(Marji et al., 2009; Tumac and Balci, 2015; Pan et al., 2018; Bi et al.,
2020). Snowdon et al., 1982 studied the destruction process of
sedimentary rocks and granite using linear cutting tests, and
optimized the ratio of disc cutter spacing to cutting depth. Rosutami,
1993 used indoor linear cutting tests to investigate the formation
mechanism of rock slices between double disc cutters, and predict
the effect of TBM excavation under different conditions. Innaurato et al.
(2007) conducted single-disc cutter rock breaking tests in granite and
limestone under unconfined and lateral limiting conditions, and
analyzed the effects of rock type, rock size, and confining pressure
on rock breaking by TBM disc cutters. However, there are still
numerous difficulties in revealing the rock breaking mechanism
through large-scale indoor experiments or in-situ tests due to high
economic cost and operational complexities (Jing, 2003). With the rapid
development of computer technologies and numerical computation
methods, numerical simulation has become an increasingly important
research tool in the field of rock mechanics. Huang et al. (1998) used
FLAC3D software based on finite difference scheme to investigate the
rock breakingmechanism and rock breaking efficiency of wedge-shaped
TBM disc cutters under the action of confining pressure. Mohammad
et al. (2009) simulated the rock breaking process of TBM disc cutters
based on a higher order displacement discontinuity method developed
by boundary element (BEM), and performed a predictive analysis of the
crack emergence angle and expansion path. Li et al. (2016) investigated
the mesoscopic mechanical mechanism of rock breaking through
wedge-shaped disc cutters by introducing a cluster particle model in
PFC2D software, and comparing the simulation results with indoor tests.
Zhang et al. (2018, 2020) established two-dimensional and three-

dimensional numerical models of rock breaking by disc cutters,
respectively, and investigated the influence law of joints and soft-
hard rock formations on the rock breaking process.

The above research achievements provide guidance for cutter type
selection, cutterhead layout optimization, and tunnelling parameter
adjustment during TBM digging in conventional strata (Zhang et al.,
2021). However, with the growing demand for transportation
infrastructure and deep resource extraction, a large number of deep
buried long tunnels have emerged, and TBM tunnelling has
encountered new challenges. For instance, once high-strength and
highly abrasive hard rock strata is encountered during TBM tunneling
process, typical engineering problems will inevitably be induced, such
as difficulty in TBM boring, severe tool wear, and damage to cutter
bearings (Yagiz, 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Tóth et al., 2013), as shown in
Figure 1, which significantly affect the construction schedule and
budget. Usually, reasonable optimization of the cutterhead layout (e.g.,
disc cutter spacing, easy to wear parts configuration, etc.) (Huo et al.,
2011) and tool parameters (e.g., cutter size, blade type, wear resistance,
etc.) (Geng et al., 2015), adjustment of boring parameters (e.g., cutter
thrust, rotational speed, and penetration rate, etc.) (Gharahbagh et al.,
2014) are conducted to achieve lower tool wear and higher digging
efficiency. However, for high-strength and highly abrasive strata, it is
difficult to achieve a qualitative breakthrough in terms of tunnelling
efficiency and construction cost just through adjustment and
optimization of the aforementioned parameters.

To improve the TBM rock breaking efficiency in high-strength
and highly abrasive strata and reduce the digging cost, researchers
have explored numerous new rock breaking methods, among
which high-pressure water jet-assisted rock breaking technology
has attracted widespread research interest with its advantages of
high efficiency and cleanliness (Ciccu and Grosso, 2010; 2014;
Bilgin et al., 2012). At present, the high-pressure water jet-assisted
rock breaking technology has been successfully applied in practical

FIGURE 1
TBM disc cutter damage (A) disc cutter offset grinding (B) cutter ring collapse (C) cutter ring curling edge (D) bearing damage.
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engineering. In June 2019, the first high-pressure water jet-assisted
TBM, named “Longyan”, was designed and manufactured by the
China Railway Engineering Equipment Group and Yellow River
Design Institute in China (Cheng et al., 2021), as show in Figure 2.
This new TBM has been used in Wan-anxi headrace tunnel
excavation in Fujian Province, which further promotes research
on high-pressure water jet-assisted rock breaking techniques.
Currently, scholars in China and around the world have
conducted some research on high-pressure water jet-assisted
TBM disc cutters rock breaking, and there have been a number
of breakthroughs. For example, Tang et al. (2013) developed an
abrasive water jet-assisted rock breaking bit, using the combination
of an abrasive water jet ejected from the middle of the bit and
external cutter teeth to cut hard rock, and discovered that the
digging speed was significantly increased and the wear of the bit
was significantly reduced. Ciccu and Grosso, 2014 experimentally
analyzed the rock breaking performance of medium-strength rock
samples under the combined action based on a self-designed water
jet-assisted rock breaking system; Liu et al. (2020) studied water jet
groove-assisted disc cutters to break hard rock, and the results
showed that water jet groove-assisted rock breaking technology can
significantly improve the rock breaking performance of the tool;
Karakurt et al., 2014 used abrasive water jet-assisted in cutting
granite samples, and obtained the effects of abrasive concentration
and nozzle distance on the precutting slit width; Wang et al. (2020)
used the FEM-SPH coupling method to study and analyze the tool
force state and the optimization of water jet parameters during
high-pressure water jet-assisted TBM disc cutters rock breaking
process. Based on 3DEC numerical simulation combined with
indoor quasi-static penetration test; Cheng et al. (2020; 2021)
investigated the internal and surface crack extension mechanism
of TBM disc cutters under the action of high-pressure water jet
slitting, and explored the influence of confining pressure on the
rock breaking process. Li et al. (2013) investigated the rock

breaking technology of precutting groove assisted disc cutter
based on PFC2D, and the mechanism and law of rock breaking
with different precutting groove assisted methods were revealed.

It can be concluded that the existing research mainly focuses
on the conventional TBM rock fragmentation mechanism, still
little is known about the rock breaking mechanism of high-
pressure water jet-assisted TBM digging technique, particularly
the stress field distribution of rock samples and the influence of
precutting slit parameters under various breaking modes. In this
study, numerical modellings are established by PFC2D to
investigate the stress field distribution and crack extension
evolution characteristics of three typical rock breaking models.
Further analysis is conducted to explore the influence of
precutting slit parameters on the force chain field distribution,
rock sample fracture pattern, and peak load. On this basis, the
failure modes and penetration damage mechanisms of high-
pressure water jet-assisted TBM digging technique is discussed.

2 TBM disc cutters penetration particle
flow model

In this paper, the PFC2D software is used to establish the relevant rock
model, and the rockmaterial is characterized by the aggregation of circular
particles. According to previous literatures (Hazzard et al., 2000; Chang
et al., 2002; Tian et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2019), the particle radius used in
various granite modellings are mainly concentrated between 0.25 mm and
0.75 mm. With a combined consideration of simulation accuracy and
calculation efficiency, the particle radius is set as 0.5 mm–0.75 mm in this
study. A linear parallel bond is applied between adjacent particles to
simulate the adhesion between rock particles, so that the contact part of the
particles has certain elastic properties and the ability to resist tension, shear,
and torsion, thus making the model present macroscopic mechanical
properties similar to the actual rock.

FIGURE 2
High-pressure water jet assisted TBM rock break technique. (A) feed-water circuit (B) high pressure water jet (C) cutting trajectory in rock samples
induced by high pressure water jet (D) layout model of water jet and disc cutter (Cheng et al., 2020).
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2.1 Calibration of the mesoscopic parameters

In this study, granite samples cored from Macheng city, Hubei
Province, are used. Some basic tests, including uniaxial
compression tests and Brazilian splitting tests, are conducted to
obtain the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), Young’s modulus,
Poisson’s ratio, and Brazilian tensile strength (BTS) of the samples
according to the International Society of Rock Mechanics (ISRM)
standard (Jiang et al., 2022). Firstly, numerical uniaxial
compression and Brazilian splitting tests are conducted through
PFC2D modellings to calibrate the mesoscopic parameters

according to the laboratory test results. The loading rate is set
as 0.02 m/s and the time step is set to 6×10–8 s to achieve a quasi-
static loading state (Li et al., 2016). The " trial-and-error method " is
used to calibrate the mesoscopic parameters of the rock sample
until the developed model can well replicate the physical and
mechanical properties of the target rock samples (Lee and Jeon,
2011). From the calibration procedure, the rock mesoscopic
parameters are determined (as shown in Table 1). Simulations
using this set of parameters are performed to get simulation and
test results of uniaxial compression test and Brazilian splitting test,
as shown in Figure 3, where dark green represents tensile cracks

TABLE 1 Mesoscopic parameters of rocks.

Calibrated microparameters Values

Particle-particle contact Linear parallel bond model

Particle-wall contact Linear model

Particle Minimum particle radius/mm 0.5

Particle-size ratio Rmax/Rmin 1.5

Particle density/(kg·m−3) 2650

Porosity 0.08

Linear model parameters Equivalent modulus/GPa 69

Normal to tangential stiffness ratio 1.7

Particle friction coefficient 0.5

Linear Parallel bond model parameters Parallel bond modulus/GPa 69

Parallel bond stiffness ratio 1.7

Parallel bond tensile strength 71

Parallel bond cohesion strength/MPa 71

Friction coefficient 0.5

FIGURE 3
Comparison of indoor test and simulation results (A). Uniaxial compression test (B). Brazilian splitting test (C). Axial stress-strain curve of uniaxial
compression test.
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and pink represents shear cracks. The macroscopic mechanical
parameters of the rock are listed in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the results of the macroscopic parameters of
the rocks obtained from the numerical simulations are in good
agreement with the experimental results, in which the errors of
uniaxial compressive strength, tensile strength, elastic modulus,
Poisson’s ratio are within 5%. Figures 3A, B indicate that the
model failure patterns derived from the numerical tests of uniaxial
compression and Brazilian splitting correlate well with the indoor test
findings. Figure 3C demonstrates that the model axial stress-strain
curve evolution pattern derived from uniaxial compression numerical
tests is more consistent with the experimental results, and the peak
intensity generated from the simulation has a relatively small error
(4.2%). However, the discrete element model used in this paper does
not consider the influence of initial micro-cracks in the rock sample.
As a result, the uniaxial compression axial stress-strain curve obtained
from the numerical simulation cannot capture the compression-
density phase due to the initial crack closure (Ji et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2022). Overall, the model replicates the
macroscopic mechanical properties and deformation and failure
behavior features of granite samples more accurately, its
mesoscopic mechanical parameters (see Table 1) are valid, and
may be employed in subsequent numerical simulations of TBM
disc cutters penetration tests.

2.2 TBM disc cutters penetration model

Figure 4A Depicts the numerical model of TBM disc cutter
penetration,Which is composed mostly of the complete cutting

model, the same trajectory cutting model, and the difference
trajectory cutting model. The same trajectory cutting model refers
to the high-pressure water jet precutting slit located directly beneath
the disc cutter, as shown in Figure 4B. In the actual working condition,
it represents the working condition in which the high-pressure water
jet nozzle and disc cutter are arranged on the same cutting radius, and
overlap of the leading water jet precutting trajectory and the later TBM
disc cutter trajectory (Xu et al., 2022). The different trajectory cutting
model refers to the high-pressure water jet precutting slit located at the
side of the disc cutter, and the distance L exists between the precutting
slit and the tool axis, as shown in Figure 4C. In the actual working
condition, it represents the situation where the cutting trajectory of the
water jet is not overlapping with the cutting trajectory of the TBM disc
cutter (Xu et al., 2022). In this study, the width and height of the rock
sample are set to 190 mm and 150 mm, respectively, and the model
consisted of about 21,000 particles. At present, the diameter of high-
pressure water jet nozzle is mainly 1.02 mm, and the width of
precutting slit is about 2 mm when cutting hard rock under certain
pressure conditions (Cheng et al., 2021; Bi et al., 2022; Jiang et al.,
2022; Li et al., 2022). The previous literatures demonstrate the
feasibility of using 2 mm precutting slit width in the experiments.
Therefore, in this manuscript, the width of the precutting slit is set as
2 mm. On the basis of the complete cutting model, a 2 mm width is
used to delete particles at a specific location as the high-pressure water
jet precutting slits (Cheng el al., 2022), while the precutting slits depth
H is taken as 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, and 40 mm, and the precutting
slit-tool axis distance L is taken as 10 mm, 20 mm, 30 mm, 35 mm,
40 mm, and 50 mm, respectively. The disc cutter is simplified to an
infinitely rigid wall with a blade width of 2 mm. The initial position of
the cutter is 0.1 mm from the upper surface of the rock sample, the disc

TABLE 2 Macroscopic parameters of rocks.

Variables Values Difference/%

Numerical test Laboratory test

Uniaxial compressive strength/MPa 201.7 193.2 4.2

Tensile strength/MPa 10.26 10.66 3.8

Young’s modulus/GPa 124.9 127.8 2.3

Poisson’s ratio 0.25 0.24 4.0

FIGURE 4
TBM disc cutters breaking model (A) complete cutting model (B) same trajectory cutting model (C) different trajectory cutting model.
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cutter penetration speed is 0.01 m/s, the time step is 3.6×10–7, and the
disc cutter penetration speed is converted to 3.6×10–9 m/s to ensure
that the simulation is in a quasi-static equilibrium loading state (Li
et al., 2016). The maximum vertical penetration depth of the disc
cutter is set to 5 mm.

3 Analysis of simulation results

3.1 Crack extension and force chain evolution
process simulation

In order to compare the crack evolution process under different
rock breaking models, three groups of rock breaking models are
established: the complete cutting model, the same trajectory cutting
model with a precutting slit depth H of 20 mm. Based on previous
research work, the TBM disc cutter spacing for hard rock conditions is
usually in the range of 60 mm–90 mm (Zhai et al., 2016; 2017; Zhou
et al., 2018; 2020; Li et al., 2022). This manuscript mainly considers the
situation where the high-pressure water jet nozzle is located in the
middle of the two adjacent disc cutters in the different trajectory
cutting model. Therefore, the precutting slit-tool axis spacing is set as
35 mm. The maximum penetration depth of the cutter for all three
groups is 5 mm.

3.1.1 Complete cutting model
Figure 5 shows the failure evolution process of the disc cutter

penetration into the complete cutting model. As shown in Figure 5A,
when the disc cutter is just in contact with the rock sample, a
significant stress concentration zone (dark black region) emerges
right beneath the disc cutter, which is composed primarily of
compressive stress. As shown in Figure 5B, with the further
penetration of the disc cutter, tensile stresses are concentrated

beneath the disc cutter and micro-cracks are generated, which
converge to form a significant damage area, called the powder core
area, which is highly damaged by micro-cracks, resulting in crushed
rock slag beneath the TBM disc cutter (Xue et al., 2021). As shown in
Figure 5C, as the penetration depth of the disc cutter continues to
increases, the stress concentration zone expands to the deeper part due
to the force transferring effect of the powder core area, and the micro-
cracks beneath the disc cutter continue to develop and extend to
produce lateral tensile cracks. As shown in Figure 5D, when the
penetration depth reaches 5 mm, the tensile crack on the left side
of the disc cutter further expands and part of the tensile crack
penetrates the upper surface of the rock sample, forming a tiny
rock slag. Observing the whole rock breaking process, the powder
core area formed beneath the disc cutter keeps expanding, and the
lateral cracks keep extending, but no larger rock slag is formed.

3.1.2 Same trajectory cutting model
Figure 6 shows the failure evolution process of the disc cutter

penetration into the same trajectory cutting model. As shown in
Figure 6A, when the TBM disc cutter acts directly above the
precutting slit, there is a significant compressive stress
concentration zone on the left side of the precutting slit, while
tensile stress is generated on the right side of the precutting slit,
but the concentration degree of tensile stress is low, and no micro-
cracks generates at this time. As shown in Figure 6B, with the further
penetration of the TBM disc cutter, the rock walls on both sides of the
precutting slit produce micro-cracks due to the extrusion of the disc
cutter, causing the rock wall failures and falls off. In addition, since the
disc cutter keeps repeating the process of squeezing the rock wall-rock
wall spalling-further penetration of the disc cutter-squeezing the rock
wall again along the precutting slit, the tensile stress concentration
phenomenon occurs at the bottom of the precutting slit. As shown in
Figure 6C, as the penetration depth of the disc cutter continues to
increases, the tensile stress concentration zone moves downward, and

FIGURE 5
Simulation of the failure evolution of the complete cutting model
(A) 0.1 mm (B) 2.5 mm (C) 3.6 mm (D) 5 mm (black for compression/red
for tension, dark green for tensile cracking/pink for shear cracking).

FIGURE 6
Simulation of the failure evolution process of the same trajectory
cutting model (A) 0.1 mm (B) 2.5 mm (C) 3.6 mm (D) 5 mm.
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the rock sample is split and tensioned to generate the main crack that
grows downward from the bottom of the precutting slits. As shown in
Figure 6D, when the main crack develops a particular depth and ceases
to extend downward, a lateral crack propagated in nearly horizontal
direction is generated beneath the disc cutter, and it penetrates the
upper surface of the rock sample, forming a rock fragment. Observing
the whole rock breaking process, it is indicated that the same trajectory
cutting model generates a tensile stress concentration zone at the
bottom of the precutting slit due to the wedge cracking effect of the
disc cutter (Li et al., 2022). This effect causes cracks to develop in the
vertical direction, followed by the penetration of lateral cracks into the
upper surface of the rock sample to form rock fragments.

3.1.3 Different trajectory cutting model
Figure 7 shows the failure evolution process of the disc cutter

penetration into the different trajectory cutting model. As shown in
Figure 7A, when the disc cutter is just in contact with the rock sample,
consistent with the complete cutting model, the different trajectory
cutting model also produces a significant stress concentration zone
dominated by compressive stresses, but the angle between the edge of
the stress concentration zone and the upper surface of the rock sample
is greater in the different trajectory model. As shown in Figure 7B and
Figure 7C, with further penetration of the disc cutter, a vertical
downward main crack is generated beneath the disc cutter. After
the main crack is generated, the internal stresses of the rock sample are
adjusted, and the tensile stress concentration phenomenon appears at
the bottom of the precutting slits. A lateral crack is generated beneath
the disc cutter and coalesces with the bottom of the precutting slits,
forming a triangular rock chip and an effective rock breaking process
is completed. At this point, the penetration depth of the disc cutter is
still relatively small (0.20 mm), indicating that the high-pressure water
jet-assisted TBM disc cutter can reduce the penetration depth required
for rock breaking to a greater extent by using a different trajectory
arrangement. As shown in Figure 7D, after the formation of the

triangular rock chip, as the penetration depth of the disc cutter
continues to increases, the powder core area gradually increases to
produce more crushed rock slag. The above analysis demonstrates that
the rock breaking process of the different trajectory cutting model
differs significantly from the complete cutting model and the same
trajectory cutting model, primarily because the different trajectory
cutting model can induce the development of lateral cracks toward the
bottom of the precutting slit, which makes the rock more prone to
tensile failure and effectively reduces the penetration depth required
for rock breaking.

3.1.4 Analysis of micro-crack evolution process
In order to analyze the evolution process of internal cracks under

the action of TBM disc cutters in different rock breaking models, this
study records the type and number of micro-cracks generated during
the disc cutter penetration process through the Fish function.

Figure 8 depicts the evolution of the number of micro-cracks for
the three rock breaking models. It can be seen that the micro-cracks
keep growing during the process of TBM disc cutter penetration into
the rock sample, the micro-cracks do not grow smoothly, but show a "
flat-steep-increase-flat-steep-increase " change pattern, which has a
certain correlation with the leapfrog failure of the rock. This is because
in the process of rock breaking by the disc cutter, when there are rock
fragments falling off, the thrust of the disc cutter decreases and the
number of cracks tends to level off, while when the thrust increases,
the number of cracks will increase accordingly. Tensile cracks and
shear cracks appear simultaneously in all models, but the number of
tensile cracks is significantly higher than that of shear cracks.

For the complete cutting model, the number of cracks grows
slowly before the penetration depth of 3 mm, and after the penetration
depth of 3 mm, the tensile cracks show several consecutive and
significant increases, as shown in Figure 8A. This is due to the
sprouting and expansion of the main cracks and lateral cracks in
the complete rock sample. For the same trajectory cutting model, a
sudden increase in the number of cracks occurs at the penetration
depth of about 3.5 mm, from 191 to 480, as shown in Figure 8B,
reflecting the characteristic of the brittle damage of rock materials.
Compared with the complete cutting model and the same trajectory
cutting model, the different trajectory cutting model has a sudden
increase at the penetration depth of 0.20 mm, as shown in Figure 8C.
This is mainly due to the coalescence of the lateral crack beneath the
disc cutter with the bottom of the precutting slits. The penetration
depth corresponding to the sudden increase is greatly reduced
compared with other two rock breaking models, indicating that the
different trajectory cutting model can greatly reduce the penetration
depth required for rock breaking (Li et al., 2022).

Figure 9 shows the histograms of the percentage of tensile and
shear cracks for different rock breaking models. As can be seen from
the figure, the percentage of tensile cracks to total cracks being 90.8%,
93.9%, and 89.0%, respectively, for the complete cutting model, the
same trajectory cutting model, and the different trajectory cutting
model. This phenomenon shows that the above three rock breaking
models are dominated by tensile failure and supplemented by shear
failure in the mesoscopic.

From the force chain field and micro-crack evolution process of
the above three rock breaking models it can be found that when the
disc cutter is just in contact with the rock sample, the stress
concentration zone is dominated by compressive stress. As the disc
cutter penetration depth continues to increases, the stress

FIGURE 7
Simulation of the failure evolution process of different trajectory
cutting models (A) 0.1 mm (B) 0.15 mm (C) 0.2 mm (D) 5 mm.
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concentration zone expands to the deeper part and both sides. With
the further penetration of the disc cutter, the concentration degree of
tensile stress inside the rock increases, tensile cracks are easily
generated in the tensile stress concentration zone, and the tensile
cracks are expanding in the process of transferring the tensile stress
concentration zone. Among them, the complete rock sample first
generates a powder core area under the action of the disc cutter, then
generates lateral cracks to penetrate upper surface of the rock sample
and form rock slags. When the disc cutter trace overlaps with the
precutting slit, due to the wedge cracking effect of the disc cutter, the
tensile stress concentration at the bottom of the precutting slit and
induce the micro-crack to develop in the vertical downward direction
to form the main crack, then a lateral crack propagated in nearly
horizontal direction is generated beneath the disc cutter, and it
penetrates the upper surface of the rock sample, forming a rock
fragment. When the disc cutter trace does not overlap with the
precutting slit and is 35 mm apart, the tensile stress at the bottom
of the pre-cutting slit concentrates and induces the lateral cracks to
develop toward the bottom of the precutting slit, resulting in the
formation of larger triangular rock chip and an effective rock breaking
process. For micro-crack evolution, tensile cracks and shear cracks

appear simultaneously in the three models, but the number of tensile
cracks is significantly greater than the number of shear cracks.
Moreover, the percentages of tension cracks to the total cracks in
the three typical modellings are 90.8%, 93.9%, and 89.8%, respectively,
indicating that the above three rock breakingmodels are dominated by
tensile failure and supplemented by shear failure in the mesoscopic.

3.2 Effect of precutting slits parameters on
force chain field distribution

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the internal force chain field of
the rock under various precutting slit parameters. It can be found that
when the disc cutter is in contact with the rock sample, a stress
concentration zone with mainly compressive stress will be generated
beneath the disc cutter, and the farther away from the disc cutter, the
smaller the degree of stress concentration, and the stress transfer to the
position of the precutting slit is blocked, which is caused by the
decompression effect of the precutting slit (Tan et al., 2012). As can be
seen from the figure, due to the effect of the precutting slit tip, the
bottom of the precutting slit also distributes the relative stress
concentration zone (Wang et al., 2020), and the stress
concentration zone tends to develop along the bottom of the
precutting slit from beneath the disc cutter. Therefore, it appears
that the stress concentration degree beneath the disc cutter is high on
the precutting slit side and low on the non-precutting slit side, which is
most significant when the precutting slit depth H is 30 mm and
40 mm. And as the precutting slit depth increases, the depth of the
stress concentration zone beneath the disc cutter increases, and the
angle between the edge of the stress concentration zone and the upper
surface of the rock sample also increases.

By studying the effect of the precutting slit-tool axis spacing on the
force chain field beneath the TBM disc cutter, it is found that when the
precutting slit depth H is 10 mm and 20 mm, the stress concentration
zone beneath the disc cutter does not change as the precutting slit-tool
axis spacing increases. This indicates that the precutting slit-tool axis
spacing has little effect on the stress concentration zone beneath the
disc cutter under the small precutting slit depth condition. When the
precutting slit depth H is 30 mm and 40 mm, with the increase of
precutting slit-tool axis spacing, the stress concentration zone beneath
the disc cutter expands to both sides, and the concentration degree of
tensile stress in the stress concentration zone gradually increases. This
is mainly due to that with the increase of precutting slit-tool axis

FIGURE 8
Micro-crack evolution curve (A) complete cutting model (B) same trajectory cutting model (C) different trajectory cutting model.

FIGURE 9
Percentage of cracks under different rock breaking models.
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spacing, the stress concentration zone to precutting slit bottom
development extension path increases, and then the stress
concentration zone expansion range increases. It is shown that the
influence law of precutting slit-tool axis spacing on stress
concentration zone is related to the depth of precutting slit, and
the influence law varies with precutting slit depth.

3.3 Effect of precutting slits parameters on
rock sample rupture patterns

Figure 11 depicts a summary of the rock sample rupture patterns
with different precutting slit parameters, from which it can be found
that, except for the rock samples with precutting parameters of
L=50 mm and H=10 mm (as shown in Figure 11 (e1)), the rock
sample rupture patterns is caused by the cracks beneath the disc
cutter penetrating the precutting slits. This is due to the presence of the
precutting slit modifies the original boundary constraint, which
weakens the ability of the original rock to resist crushing, and
provides a crack cut-off surface to block the extension and
expansion of some cracks beneath the disc cutter, thereby causing
the cracks beneath the disc cutter to penetrate the precutting slit. The
rock sample rupture pattern is consistent with the previous laboratory
penetration test result (Jiang et al., 2022), as shown in Figure 12, which

fully demonstrates that the precutting slits can change the crack
extension direction and determine the final shape of the rock chipping.

From Figure 11A and Figure 11B, it can be seen that when L is
10 mm and 20 mm, the cracks beneath the disc cutter penetrates with
the bottom of the precutting slit to form triangular rock chip first.
With further penetration of the disc cutter, the triangular rock chips
are further broken to form smaller rock fragments and crushed rock
slags, especially when the precutting slit depth H is 10 mm (as shown
in Figure 11(a1) and Figure 11(b1)), the triangular rock chip are over-
crushed completely into crushed rock slags. As shown in Figure 11C;
Figure 11D, when L is 30 mm and 40 mm, the cracks beneath the disc
cutter are directly connected with the bottom of the precutting slit,
producing a relatively large volume of triangular rock chip, some rock
samples produce lateral cracks to the left and through with the upper
surface of the rock samples, further facilitating rock breaking. As
shown in Figure 11E, when L is 50 mm, the main cracks are firstly
produced to extend downward, and only when the disc cutter
penetrates a certain depth, the lateral cracks are produced to
penetrate with the bottom of the precutting slit. It should be
further noted that when the precutting slits depth H is too small,
the crack beneath the disc cutter does not penetrate the precutting slit
(as shown in Figure 11(e1)). As shown in Figure 11, the depth of the
precutting slit affects the penetration crack angle (angle with
horizontal direction), and the greater the depth of the precutting

FIGURE 10
Distribution of force chain field with different precutting slit parameters. (A) L = 30 mm, (B) L = 40 mm, (C) L = 50 mm
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slit, the greater the penetration crack angle and the volume of the
triangular rock chip generated.

H=10 mmH=20 mmH=30 mmH=40 mm.

1) L=10 mm
2) L=20 mm
3) L=30 mm
4) L=40 mm

5) L=50 mm

3.4 Effect of precutting slits parameters on
peak load

Figure 13 shows the graphs of peak load variation of rock
samples with different precutting slit parameters. As shown in

FIGURE 11
(A) L=10 mm, (B) L=20 mm, (C) L=30 mm (D) L=40 mm (E) L=50 mm.
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Figure 13A, with the same confining pressure, as the precutting slit
depth increases, the peak load of the disc cutter for each precutting
slit-tool axis spacing condition has an obvious reduce trend. This is
due to the existence of the precutting slit to release the lateral
constraint inside the rock, the greater the depth of the precutting
slit, the larger the lateral constraint release area in its vicinity, the
more obvious stress release, the reduction of rock breaking
resistance, so the peak load shows a lower trend. The trend
indicates that as the depth of the precutting slit increases, the
difficulty of penetrating the rock sample by the TBM disc cutter
is gradually reduced. However, once the precutting slit depth reaches
30 mm, the trend of decreasing peak load as the precutting slit depth
increases is no longer significant, indicating that there is a critical
precutting slit depth for high-pressure water jet-assisted TBM disc
cutter rock breaking beyond which the effect of increasing precutting
slit depth on peak load will be diminished. As shown in Figure 13B,
the peak load increases as the precutting slit-tool axis spacing
increases. This is because as the spacing increases, the path
between the crack beneath the disc cutter and the bottom of the
precutting slit increases, thereby increasing the energy required to
break the rock, which in turn increases the peak load. It is shown that
the difficulty of penetrating the rock sample with the TBM disc

cutters increases gradually as the precutting slit-tool axis spacing
increases (Cheng et al., 2022).

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a numerical model of TBM disc cutters penetration
is established by PFC2D to investigate the stress field distribution and
crack extension evolution characteristics of three typical rock breaking
models. The influence of precutting slit parameters on force chain field
distribution, rock sample fracture pattern and peak load is further
analyzed, and the following main conclusions are drawn:

1) Significant differences are found in the rock breaking processes of
the three typical models. The complete rock sample first generates a
powder core area under the action of the disc cutter, and then
generates lateral cracks to penetrate the upper surface of the rock
sample and form fine rock slags. When the disc cutters trace
overlaps with the precutting slit, the main crack develops in the
vertical direction due to the wedge cracking effect of the disc cutter,
and then the lateral cracks penetrate the upper surface of the rock
sample to form rock fragments. When the disc cutters trace does

FIGURE 12
Rock sample destruction diagram (L=20 mm H=30 mm).

FIGURE 13
Variation curve of peak load of rock samples with different precutting slit parameters. (A) Precutting slits depth (B) Precutting slits—tool axis spacing.
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not overlap with the precutting slit, the tensile stress at the bottom
of the pre-cutting slit concentrates and induces the lateral cracks to
develop toward the bottom of the precutting slit, resulting in the
formation of larger triangular rock chip and an effective rock
breaking cycle.

2) From the micro-crack evolution process, it is found that tensile
cracks and shear cracks appear almost simultaneously in the three
models. However, the number of tensile cracks is significantly
greater than that of shear cracks. The percentages of tension cracks
to the total cracks in the three typical modellings are 90.8%, 93.9%,
and 89.8%, respectively, indicating that all three rock breaking
models of rock breaking are dominated by tensile failure and
supplemented by shear failure.

3) As the depth of the precutting slit increases, the depth of the stress
concentration zone beneath the disc cutter increases, and the angle
between the edge of the stress concentration zone and the upper
surface of the rock sample also increases. This causes an increase in
the propagation angle of the penetration crack when the rock
sample is damaged as well as the volume of the triangular rock chip
formed by the coalescence of the lateral crack and the bottom of the
precutting slit. As the depth of the precutting slit increases, a
significant decrease trend in the peak load is observed, indicating a
decrease in TBM cutter penetration difficulty.

4) The influence of precutting slit-tool axis spacing on stress
concentration area and rock sample failure pattern is related to
the depth of precutting slit. However, when the spacing increases,
the peak load exhibits an upward trend, indicating that the TBM
cutter penetration difficulty is gradually rising.

However, there are still some limitations to this research work, and
further investigations are needed. For example, the cutting effect of the
high-pressure water jet is modeled as smooth and flat vertical
precutting slits on the rock surface, which differs from the actual
engineering situation (Jiang et al., 2022). In addition, this study only
discusses part of the cutting conditions and does not consider the
energy required for water jet precutting (Li et al., 2022). Furthermore,
the influence of other main factors, such as cutter type and rock type,
on the rock breaking mechanism assisted by high-pressure water jet
needs to be further studied.
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